This paper deserihes the treatment of lexical gaps, collocation information and idioms in the English to Portuguese machine translation system PORTUGA.
The general M T system
The structure of the transfer MT system POR.TUGA is illustrated in Figure 1 . 'lhe main characteristics of this English to Portuguese transhm)r are:
the separation between possible translation (which may be multiple), and best or chosen translation (decided in the "style Iransfer" module).
® Complete independence between English and Portuguese processing. English analysis is performed hy PEG [8] .
• Bilingual dictionary being kept to a minimum, only the selection conditions for lexical transfer and contrastive knowledge are stored. It should also be mentioned that all intbrmation in this dictionary is associated with the translations, and not to the English index, as is usual for lexical transfer in MT.
The reader is suggested to consult [131 or [14] ['or more details.
The problem
Vagueness, together with non overlapping of' semantic fields across different languages is widely known to give rise to lexical gaps, and lexical ambiguity.
For this reason, lexical transfer, the process of choosing the correct equivalent(s) for one lexical entry in another language, is one of the most ditticult problems that MT has to cope with.
This paper focuses on one aspect of lexical transfer, namely the possibility to specify complex translations in the target language. Under this broad description, the use of complex (henceforth multiword) expressions, change of part-ofspeech required bY translation, and collocation restrictions, are meant..
The process of actually choosing which entry (or entries) in the bilingual dictionary is more appropriate, and which in[brmation is taken into account for that process has been described elsewhere [ 13 I .
Some examples of instances of complex translation (in opposition to simple translation, in the sense of word to one word translation, same part-of-speech, independently of the number of possible choices available) will illustrate the problem in the context of f'nglish-to-Portuguese translation. 
Other approaches
In this section I mention related work and alternative solutions that have been proposed and which l lind representative of the present day state-of-art. 'l'herelbre, primitive approaches such as, for instance, treatment of complex expressions as simple strings will not be surveyed.
Machine translation:
It is acknowledged by outstanding machine translation researchers that there are MT problems which are bilingual in nature. R.egarding the problem of lexical transfer, l'sujii [17] It is unclear, however, how much complexity of the result can be handled, or how rnuch syntactical transfo,mation the new expression carl suffer.
Some hybrid approaches cart also be found in [9] , this time apparently putting the burden on the generation phase: 
applicability of regular application of syntactic rules (like adverb(s) or auxiliaJ T verb(s) insertion),

• applicability of "transformations' to the idioms proper, (like passivation or relativization).
The difference between "non-literal reading" and "idiomatic" reading of an expression is also pointed out. Metaphoric readings are proposed to be parsed by usu.:d rules. The advantages of submitting idioms to "regular" syntactic rules and even to 'transformations', whenever possible, are emphasized.
A more extreme view can be found in Gazdar et all3 l, who ignore idioms as far as syntax is concerned:
"no additional devices need be added to the syntax in accounting for the peculiarities o f fixed expressions". Since not only idioms can be assigned internal syntactic structure, but an internal semantic structure as well, as "all syntactically active idiomatic expressions have a metaphorical basis".
However, radically different views can be found Ibr instance in [5] , where, in the lexicon-grammar approach, the concern with the representation of compound words (adverbs, verbs, nouns) makes Gross establish a classilicalion according to their syntactical shape, ranging fiom several degrees of variation, li'om completely frozen ("at night") to having parts completely free ("organize in one's honor").
This author suggests that finite automata be attached to a given entry in Order to describe the compound wtriation.
"The variations of form we have enumerated can be partly handled by attaching a finite automaton to a given entry, and this automaton will describe the main grammatical changes allowed."
In between, the need to store several pieces of infbrmation concerning idioms is acknowledged by Stockllf], such as undergoing passivization, weight in the whole idiom, remover of the idiom interpretation, semantic value, etc. This system stores idioms as "further information concerning words", divided in two cases, "canned phrases" and "flexible idioms", the latter being stored under the 'thread' of tile idiom.
Based on the claim that "the flexibility of an idiom depends on how recognizable its metaphorical origin is", one of the goals is to "integrate idioms in our lexical data merely as further information concerning words (as in traditional dictionaries)".
Generation
Finally, research in natural language generation has also contributed to clarify and furnish solutions to the problem, Clearly, generation is one of the issues in a machine translation system. However, work in generation per se usually presupposes the existence of an unambiguous 'concept' representation, and so the problems begin with the correct stating of an idea in one particular language. In this framework, it is clear that one key concept is that of "collocations", or how lexical items combine in a particular language.
In these systems, it is advocated (see for instance [6] ) that in the specialized 'semantic" dictionary "storing the possible lexicalizations of a 'concept" in a given language (...) the possibility of combining lexemes in collocations" should also be stored, specifically in the entries for the bases (which determine the possible collocates: a collocation is a pair base-collocate).
A remark of utmost importance can be found in [11] , during the description of the DIOGENES generation system:
"collocalional relations are defined on lexical units, not meaning representations".
Summing up
The literature survey above supports some of our assumptions, namely that
• there are problems which are bilingual in nature, and cannot therefore be properly dealt with in only one language;
• there is not a clear distinction between what should be accounted for as an idiom, a metaphorical use of a word or a collocation. The boundaries between collocational restrictions, metaphorical readings and idioms are blurred and may even not be pertinent to the automatic treatment of language.
to translate correctly, it is often necessary to use expressions instead of single words. Those expressions can moreover give origin to complex structure changes, possibly discontinuous.
Our approach
We are interested in solving the problem of translating one expression into another expression, no matter whether the need arises because of a lexical gap, a collocation difference or an idiom not literally translatable.
Therefore, we treat all these three problems the same way, namely, considering then~ as instances of a contrastive lexical transfer problem in the scope of machine translation.
We must emphasize that we are only interested in expression-to-expression translations when tile literal ones are not acceptable. This stems from the lhct that there is a considerable number of fixed expressions which do not require any special processing, as can be seen in the following list, with examples taken from several languages: 
Our solution
Given that tile target expressions can be arbitrarily complex, we impose no restrictions whatsoever on their [brm or structure, andgive unlimited power to the device intended to cope with them.
On the other hand, it didn't appeal to us to have to store, for each pair source-targe t entries, the lull structural transformation implied, as in the most powerful approaches mentioned above (cf. [101 and 171). This approach gives origin to very heavy dictionaries, with a lot of redundancy, moreover, since there may be similar transformations repeated to many entries. On the other hand, not only the dictionary becomes very difficult to unde,'stand and modify', (requiring someone who knows the "programming ~ language used), but also it makes it tightly coupled to the structural representation andor particular linguistic formalism and options used in the machine translation system, in both analysis and generation.
We chose thus a different method that
• allows tbr maximal readability is independent of the linguistic (and programming) decisions of file whole hit system (being only concerned with lexical transfer) * provides as much power as any unrestricted (tree or graph) transformation language
The method proposed consists then of u~'p~ as tile result value in tim bilingual dictionary, there-['ore keeping it independent of whatever structure it shouht be assigned, and inv~la~e..d~rser that builds the structure required, on the Ily.
Another advantage of the process above is that the new structure is dynamically built onlxwhen it is necessarz (that is, when it corresponds to tile chosen translation).
On the other hand, no separate (and redundant) lexical rules need be written in the dictionary, as tile very same grammar is used for all multiword target expressions. "lhe grammar should be a "twirl" of that used in the analysis phase, that is, it should obey the same formalism and linguistic options in order fur them to be compatible.
A detailed example
F'or the sake of clarity, a full example will be presented, regarding the word miss, in its meaning of to feel sorry or unhappy at the absence or loss of (someone or something) (l.ongman). The Iqgure 4 shows an abridged fbrm of the entry for miss in the bilingual dictionary. The information [br choosing among the several possible translations was omitted am1 will not be discussed here. The examples presented will be in any case those that correctly trigger the translation sentir a falta (literally, "feel tile lack"). With this simple example, it can be seen that some structural manipulation took place (converting the English direct object pronoun into a Portuguese possessive adjective -triggered by tim CI I'IPOSS marker in Figure 4) , and that the words taking part in the multiword expression were conveniently intlected (in this case, only the verb).
More complex processing can clearly take place, as is exemplified in Figure 6 . As ter smMades is also a valid translation for miss in the same context as senti," a fatta, this choice belongs to style transfer. Follows the output of the system in that case:
i miss that time. ...... > eu tenho saudades daquele tempo. 
Other problems
It remains to be shown how tile other problems rnentioned above are solved in this framework. We begin by change of part-of-speech, and continue by identifying source language (English) multiword expressions, which then comprehend the remaining cases, namely collocations arid equivalence of distinct idioms.
Change of part-of-speech
The change of part-of-speech should be transparent as fi~r as the dictionary is concerned, being the assignment of the correct interpretation performed by the Portuguese parse,'.
thank(VERB (NPOS AJP) (I)REPO OBJECI' a) (EVP obrigada)) agradecer(VF, R B (PRE PO tbr por)) agradeeimento(NOUN (PI~.I'~PO lbr por)) obrigado(NOUN) I:igure g. Abbreviated entry for ttm ~ord "thank": Since the string "Obrigada" has three possible interpretations according to the Portuguese parser, NPOS stores the phrase type to select.
Only when there are more than one parse for the target expression and the one to choose implies a change of part-of-speech needs this to be stored in the bilingual dictionary, as can be seen in Figure 8 above.
Note: Mori Rimon pointed out to us that in cases of highly ambiguous target languages, as is the case of written l lebrew, the indication of which syntactical alternative, when different from the source one, could be needed very frequently, therefore reducing the economy we are asserting. We can only answer that while for English-toPortuguese translation that structural marking is very rarely used, further testing with different language pairs must be done in order to assess or deny the universality of this method. Namely languages whose translation would require an extensive part-of speech change should be tested. This example would be improved if the whole phrase "thank you" were translated by "obrigada", but here we want to show the simplest case.
It should also be mentioned in passing that whenever there is a generalized part-of-speech change on syntactical grounds, that is not done through lexical transfer, but in the structural transfer, as is the case of adieetival English present participle clauses.
311VE-to-A1 IVE translation
Considering the general problem of identifying source language multi word expressions, the philosophy we propose is similar. (We are indebted to Stephen Richardson for this suggestion.) The implementation is however not yet done, so what will be described in the rest of this chapter is only a proposal.
We consider that source expressions should be identified as a bilingual requirement too, and therefore this process should take place (only if needed) during transfer. If the identitication succeeds, the whole phrase would then be replaced by the corresponding Portuguese translation, be it a word or a complex expression.
The next examples illustrate how the bilingual dictionary would look like:
thunder(NOUN (MWE thunder and lightning) (EVP relfimpagos e trov6es)) Figure 10 . Collocation differences: The same device used tbr many-to-many translation can be used when, lbr instance, the order must be reversed.
kick(VERB (MWE kick the bucket) (EVP bater as botas))
Figure ! I. Example of a many-to-many words translation: The MWE feature corresponds both to the context requited in order to choose that particular translation, and to the piece of English tc~ replace.
Sonic nlunbers
In order to evaluate the interest and need for taking this problem into account in machine translation, the following measures were performed, regarding an English-toPortuguese NIT dictionary roughly containing 500 English entries and 2400 Portuguese translations. Only the case one English word to several Portuguese words was taken into account. In order to guarantee impartiality of the numbers preseuted, the criteria for selecting the English entries, and the actual translations, bore no relationship whatsoever with the problem mentioned in this paper.
The numbers arrived at, however impressive they may be, should nevertheless not be confused with percentages of occurrence in actual text. On tile contrary, there is some relationship between a rarely used word in one language and a set of words to express it in another language.
I lowever, we still consider that the numbers above unequivocally demonstrate that this problem cannot be ignored in any real machine translation system.
As for tile actual testing of the proposed method, we ran tile system on two test corpora, tile first, regarding tile verb "miss", including several different syntactic environments (see Figure 6 ), and the second containing several different instances of l-to-N translations: Even though no thorough broad-coverage translation tests have been performed, we believe these results can assess not only the feasibility but also the flexibility of the method proposed.
Conclusion
The approach presented in this paper handles in the same way the problems of lexical gaps, collocation requirements in diil'erent languages, and non-literal translation of idioms.
Considering them a bilingual problem, the transfer phase was assigned as the proper place tbr them to be treated.
Ihe method presenled has as advantage minimal storage icquired aml the least COmlmtation (only on demand) of Ihe several strt, ctures involved. Also, it only makes use of one single comprehending parser lor the target language, instead of developing particular solutions to particular problems. lhe way the dictionary was conceived brings with it considerable readability, making it independent of the linguistic and programming formalisms used in the other modules of the translation system. Its format can, moreover, make il very easy to inherit inlbrmation from human-readable bilingual dictionaries. I tand-coding by an expert is not required.
